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Enclosed please find the Opening Statement of Tom Loski, for the hearing which commences on March 
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FortisBC’s witness panels at that hearing. 
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OPENING STATEMENT OF TOM LOSKI 

1. Good morning, Mr. Chair and Commissioners. 

2. FortisBC Inc. is pleased to appear before you in connection with its 

application for Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI). I direct this 

opening statement, in particular, to the three issues that are within the 

scope of this oral hearing.  Those three issues are security, health and the 

environment. FortisBC has much to say on the other aspects of its 

application as well, which are subject to the written process and not within 

the scope of this oral hearing.  Those issues, which FortisBC will address 

in its written submissions, include the substantial benefits that will flow to 

customers if FortisBC’s application is granted. 

Security 

3. FortisBC’s first witness panel will address the security of the AMI Project.  

4. FortisBC has always been and will continue to be committed in its ongoing 

operations to ensuring the security both of information and of the electricity 

grid. This commitment will be manifest in the security measures taken in 

relation to the AMI Project.   

5. Security is a key consideration for FortisBC throughout design, 

procurement and implementation.  FortisBC will also ensure that security 

audits are carried out by a third party agency during implementation and 

on an ongoing basis thereafter. 

Health 

6. FortisBC’s second witness panel (the Health and Environment Panel) will 

address health as well as the environment. 
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7. Wireless AMI is simply one example of the wireless technology that is 

ubiquitous in Canada.  Wireless technology is already extensively 

employed by FortisBC, including for the cell phones, radios and laptop 

computers that permit the company to communicate with workers in the 

field.  Just as we do not have health concerns about these existing 

applications of wireless technology, we are confident that our proposed 

AMI Project will not endanger the health of our customers or employees.   

8. Like our customers, we will have AMI at our own homes, where we and our 

families live. This reflects both our comfort with the fact that our proposed 

AMI system will operate well within the safety limits set by Health Canada, 

the federal department responsible for helping Canadians maintain and 

improve their health, and our comfort with the considered scientific 

evidence we have seen.  Personally I am based in the Lower Mainland, 

which is part of BC Hydro’s service territory, so a BC Hydro advanced 

meter, which is the same type of meter as we propose, is already installed 

at my home.  BC Hydro, which is required to install over 1.8 million 

advanced meters across British Columbia, adopted wireless technology, 

and most of its advanced meters have already been installed.   

9. Before filing its application FortisBC commissioned a report on the status 

of research related to radiofrequency (RF) exposure and health. This 

report is found at Appendix C-5 of FortisBC’s application. The report 

concluded that exposure to RF energy from AMI meters will be far below 

the exposure limits found in Health Canada’s Safety Code 6, and it 

identified no basis on which to depart from those exposure limits.  Two of 

the co-authors of that report will be on FortisBC’s Health and Environment 

Panel. 
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10. The substantial evidentiary record in this proceeding also includes such 

material as Health Canada’s 2011 Smart Meters Update, which notes that 

“exposure to RF energy from smart meters does not pose a public health 

risk”.  The record includes, as well, correspondence from the Provincial 

Health Officer, the Chief Medical Health Officer of Vancouver Coastal 

Health, and Vancouver Coastal Health’s Medical Health Officer–Richmond 

concluding that advanced meters are not a “health hazard” and that this 

“assessment is in agreement with the overall scientific understanding 

regarding radio frequency electromagnetic fields”. 

Environment 

11. FortisBC sees the environmental impact of the AMI Project as being 

positive, given the potential that AMI provides for improved conservation 

and the greenhouse gas reduction associated with a substantial reduction 

in manual meter reading.  Manual meter reading requires that  vehicles be 

used to drive between customer premises in FortisBC’s service territory, 

and the AMI Project will substantially reduce the need for that to be done.   

12. At its heart, the AMI Project enables FortisBC and customers to more 

efficiently manage electricity usage, which further enables environmental 

benefits.  The AMI Project accomplishes this by improving the availability 

of consumption information to consumers, allowing them to make better 

informed decisions to conserve and more efficiently use energy.   

13. In addition, the AMI Project enables longer-term means of conserving 

electricity, including the possibility – subject to further study and 

Commission approval – of future conservation rate structures.  Further, 

over the long term, AMI will accommodate future wide-scale adoption of 

distributed generation, and will accommodate the addition of electric 

vehicles and their charging stations to the grid.  
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Conclusion 

14. Reflecting that it is widely seen as a secure and safe approach to serving 

customers, wireless RF technology represents over 95% of installed or 

planned electric AMI deployments in Canada. Joining over 52 million 

installed or planned RF electric AMI deployments in the United States, 

there are over 9.5 million installed or planned RF electric AMI deployments 

in Canada. 

15. Particularly in the context of discussions on health, it has been alleged that 

FortisBC does not care about its customers, or that it is engaging in 

criminal or unconstitutional conduct.  These allegations are absolutely 

unfounded, and they are offensive to the FortisBC personnel who have 

worked tremendously hard to bring this application forward and to 

participate in this regulatory process.  FortisBC is seeking to implement a 

metering option that it believes will best serve customers in the future and 

that will make the best use of the opportunity presented by the fact that the 

majority of existing meters need in any event to be replaced.   

16. Some customers have asked: “Even if AMI has benefits, why doesn’t 

FortisBC achieve those benefits through a ‘wired’ rather than ‘wireless’ 

option, and avoid the security, health and environment issues that certain 

opponents have raised?”  Similar questions have been asked in other 

FortisBC applications as well, such as where transmission line routing may 

attract a vocal minority that argues we could avoid issues by proposing a 

different (and often more expensive) alternative. FortisBC believes that it 

has fulfilled its mandate to serve its customers by selecting the best 

technology through a competitive bidding process that specifically included 

wired advanced metering providers.   
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17. For all the reasons put forward in the evidentiary record to date and that 

will be further addressed in the balance of this regulatory process, 

FortisBC asks that its application be approved as being in the public 

interest.  




